
They say no bullets were fired during the cold war – that is a convenient lie.

For 23 years the longest war of the century was fought in the vast bush of Southern 

Africa - The Soviets using the Cubans as their proxy army and the West coaxing the RSA 

to fight their war on this forgotten front.  Just here it was not a war of cold diplomacy– it 

was a real war fought by real men on both sides.

This series is dedicated to the men of these wars.  

It was a time when the soldier and his soldiering skills himself 

decided whether he came back or not. It was the last era 

of supreme soldiering in a perfectly hostile terrain.

The Bush is always neutral !! 



Mission Orders – OPS TOP HAT

1. Situation: 
What started off as a clandestine operation, have now evolved into a 

full-scale conventional war. Our forces –under the flag of the local 

pro-Western guerrillas –have launched a blitz attack on the Soviet 

backed forces of the North…beating them back from one position to 

the next, at a tremendous pace. 

After our forces beat them back over Bridge 14, the hostile forces 

destroyed the bridge, thus blocking our only way further North. 

In order to make the final push North –to the capital city –the bridge 

needs to be repaired amidst heavy enemy presence.

Engineers from our Field Engineering regiments have started 

rebuilding the bridge, but are plagued by enemy infantry as well as 

artillery. Your unit needs to support and protect them.

2. Your Mission:
A. Identify and eliminate major hostile positions. 

B. Provide close-quarters protection to engineers. 

C. Direct own artillery onto hostile positions. 

D. Clear mines for Eland Battalion.

3. Execution.
The Operation will be done in 6 Phases as follows (Starts 05:00):
Phase 1

05:10 -Observation Team infiltrate NW beyond enemy lines in order to (a) Report 
hostile positions to Commander for own artillery & (b) Forewarn Engineering 
team of incoming fire. * In position no later than 06:00.

Phase 2
05:15 -Recon Team infiltrate NE beyond enemy lines. Recon vantage point to map 
hostile positions for own artillery & return to RV point for Puma exfil -RTB.
SADF Puma standing by at RV for pickup. Will leave no later than 06:00. 
*SADF Puma helicopter standing by to infil Observer & Recon teams.
Additional Puma, available if you wish to use your own pilot.

Phase 3
06:00 - Recon Team to recon & clear bridge area for Engineering team. Two 
Eland vehicles with Crew Available for fire support.

Phase 4
06:15 -Engineering Team to lead engineers to bridge. Provide close-quarters 
support & get them into safety bunkers when incoming artillery is detected. One  
Truck & one Land Rover available for transport.

Phase 5
07:15 -Engineering & Recon Teams to clear mines on road leading North –North 
of the bridge.

Phase 6
07:30 -Commander to give go-ahead for Eland battalion once bridge is rebuilt & 
road is cleared off all mines. All team members exfil & RTB.



Mission Orders – OPS TOP HAT

4. Guidelines & restrictions.
- Standard Geneva Conventions apply.
- Civilian casualties to be avoided at all cost.
- Small Tactics Operation. Min 6, Max 12 men.
- Completion date no later than March, 15th.

5.  Coordinating Instructions.
- Mission Planning complete by Feb, 20th.
- Mission order on Feb, 15th.

6.  Timings.
- 05:00: Mission to start. 
- 05:10: Observation Team Infiltrate.
- 05:15: Recon Team Infiltrate.
- 05:45: Dawn
- 06:00: Recon Team Exfiltration –Puma@RV .
- 06:00: Observation Team in place.
- 06:00: Recon Team clear Bridge. (2 x Eland’s as support)
- 06:15: Engineering Team at bridge.
- 06:18: Sunrise
- 07:15: Bridge to be completed. 

Recon & Engineering team to sweep for mines.
- 07:30: Commander to give go-ahead for Eland battalion 

once bridge is rebuilt & road is cleared off all mines.
All Return To Base.



BRIEFING – PART 1 - ENVIRONMENT

General Terrain & Weather : 
- Heavy rainfalls.
- Medium to dense vegetation.
- Vast amounts of hills and valleys.
- Bridge located at:                               5170-4034
- Hippo Hill S-SW of Bridge:                 4272-3525 (El. 88m)
- North of River is Hostile Territory.
- Top Hat Hill N-NW of Bridge: 4361-4700 (El. 85m)
- Forward Recon Vantage point: 6700-4500 (El. 114m)
- Forward Recon RV (Exfil):                  7226-3134

BRIDGE 14

FORWARD RECON VANTAGE POINT TOP HAT HILL



BRIEFING – PART 2 –HOSTILE FORCES

Hostile Forces:
Manpower:
- Great amount of Soviet trained forces from Communist North.
- Cuban forces as support. (Numbers Unknown)
- Probable Russian forces present.                  (Numbers Unknown)
* Hostiles are known to booby-trap sentry & check-points which they abandon.

Primary Weapons:
AK47’s, RPK’s, PKM’s & RPG-7’s.

Vehicles:
- BRDM’s spotted (Est. 5+)
- BM-21’s spotted                                              (Est. 3 to 6)

Static:
- Periodic Incoming Mortar fire (Est. 4 to 8) 
- Machine Gunner Positions (Est. 3 to 6)



BRIEFING – PART 3

CIVILIANS, ALLIEs & SUPPORTS

Civilian Population: 
- Scattered settlements –mostly abandoned due to conflict in 
region.

- Civilians are mostly Pro-Eastern.
- No unarmed civilians may be harmed in any way.
- Unless they are armed, civilians are not to be detained either.

Pro-Western Guerrillas:
- Mostly Green Uniforms.
- Headwear ranging from Helmets, to Boonie-Hats to Caps
- Armed with AK47’s, RPK’s, PKM’s & RPG-7’s.
- Native to the AO area.
- Travel on foot or by truck. 
- Once AO is clear for Eland Battalion, they will follow.

Own Forces Supports:
- Puma Helicopter with SADF pilot (For Infiltrations) x 1
- Eland Dispatch (CQC Support during Bridge Recon) x 2
- Field Engineers (To build bridge) x 4



BRIEFING – PART 4 –Approved logistics

*Any & All of the following have been authorised for use:
Forward Operating Base:
- Fort Ebo located at Lat: 05440, Long: 02580.
- Fully equipped Field Hospital.
- Munitions Bay.
- Vehicle Repair Bay.

Transportation:
- Ural Trucks. (At Vehicle Repair Bay) x 1
- Land Rovers. (At Vehicle Repair Bay) x 1
- Puma Helicopter. (1 flown by SADF pilot. Other empty) x 2

Signalling & Communications at HQ (Briefing Area):
- AN/PRC77 Long Range. x 4

Logistics Tent:
- Face Camo Sets. x 12
- SADF & UNITA: Uniforms & Gear x 12 (each)

Medical Supply Tent:
- Bandage (Basic) x 50
- Bandage (Elastic) x 50
- Basic Field Dressing (Quick Clot) x 50
- Epinephrine Injector x 30
- Morphine Injector x 30
- Tourniquet x 30 
- Saline 1000mil x 20
- Body bag x 20
- Earplugs x 10
- Surgical Kit x 4

Equipment Tent
- Mine Defusing Kit x 6
- Compass x 15
- Maglite x 15
- Flashlight x 15
- Map x 15
- Map Tools x 15
- Binoculars x 15
- Vehicle Toolkit x 6
- Entrenching Tool x 6
- Wire cutter x 6

Weaponry:
- Lee Enfield (With Scope) x 2 (  20 Mags)
- R1 Combat Rifle (FN-FAL) x 12 (120 Mags)
- AKM x 12 (120 Mags)
- RPK x 6 (30 x 40Rnd)
- PKM x 6 (24 x 100Rnd)
- 60mm Mortar x 3 (HE x 16)
- RPG-7 x 3 (7V x 24)

Grenades:
- M67 Fragmentation Grenade x 24
- Smoke White x 24
- Smoke Red x 12
- Smoke Green x 12



BRIEFING – PART 5 –MANPOWER Structure

Command –Commanding Officer
* Direct & Coordinate Mission.
* Relay reported hostile positions to own artillery.

Eg: /Haymaker requesting fire mission grid 074024 2 rounds
/Haymaker adjust fire 50 meters north
/Haymaker repeat 20 rounds

Alpha 1 –Observation Squad Min 1 Operator.
* Deploy by means of SADF flown Puma or Puma flown by own squad.
* Proceed to Top Hat Hill (deep behind enemy lines).
* Identify Hostile Artillery and other major positions.
* Warn Engineer Squad of any incoming.
* Map & Relay all hostile positions to CO.

Bravo 1 –Recon Squad Min 2 Operators.
* Deploy by means of SADF flown Puma or Puma flown by own squad.
* Proceed to abandoned Vantage Point (deep behind enemy lines).
* Identify Hostile Artillery and other major positions.
* Map & Relay all hostile positions to CO.
* Exfiltrate back to FOB. Puma waiting to RTB until 06:00 at RV point. 
* Proceed to Bridge with 2 x Eland escorts. Clear Bridge Area for Engineers.
* Once Bridge is done, escort Engineer Squad Leader to defuse mines on   

road leading North.

Charlie 1 –Engineer Squad Min 2 Operators.
* Wait for all-clear by Recon Squad.
* Take command of Engineers & Proceed to Bridge.
* Send Engineers to bridge area –where they will begin building.
* Engage any hostile forces in immediate area to protect engineers.
* In the event of any incoming danger (such as artillery), lead Engineers

to Cover (Radio Buttons).
* When incoming danger is no longer a threat, sound “Bridge Clear”, take  

command again and send Engineers back to bridge area.
* Once Bridge is done, proceed to gravel road leading North, and clear

mines (with Recon Squad as escort).

Delta 1 –Deployment Squad Max 6 Operators.
* To be allocated according to CO’s discretion

TOTAL MIN Operators: 6 (Including CO)

TOTAL MAX Operators: 12 (Including CO)



AREA OF OPERATIONS MAP
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